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NEWSLETTER
Jordan- The Land of Contrast
The Royal Society for the
Conservation of Nature (RSCN)

Jordan is a land of striking contrasts.  
Bedouin traditions coexist with modern 
lifestyles, contemporary buildings with the 
ancient ruins of past civilizations, colorful 
sunsets with stretches of white sandy 
desert.  The geology of the land is no 
exception. Jordan has a wealth of unique, 
yet equally magnificent, landscapes 
ranging from the black basalt deserts in the east to the inspirational wadis 
of the western highlands, from the rugged mountains of the escarpment to 
the Dead Sea, the lowest place on earth.
 
The nine nature reserves of Jordan offer the visitor a chance to experience 
some of the country's most beautiful natural surroundings. Including the 
marshes of Azraq, the wildlife of Shaumari, the flowing streams of Wadi 

Mujib, the sandstone cliffs of Dana, the oak woodlands of Ajloun Forest, the spectacular Aleppo pine forest of 
Dibeen, the magnificent views of Yarmouk and the magical landscape of Wadi Faynan.

RSCN managed to capitalize on the nature reserves beauty into sustainable ecotourism destinations. In 2019, 
two nature reserves joined the World Conservation Union Green List and Ajloune Forest Reserve become on the 
top of the list of “100 global sustainable tourism destination”.  RSCN will further develop all tourism programs at 
nature reserves to become globally certified as sustainable destinations. 

Today, whether you enjoy hiking, bird watching, archaeology, wild camping, Oryx safari, simply a lazy picnic, 
Jordan's nature reserves offer something for everyone. 

By: Yehya Khaled
Director General
The Royal Society for the Conservation of Nature (RSCN)
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The Digital Transformation of Jordan Tourism Industry 
Seminar 

Supported by GIZ, and in collaboration with both INTAJ and Pinnacle, 
JITOA actively took part of this two day seminar which hosted top IT 
companies in Jordan, along with key tour operators and leaders from 
the tourism sector. This platform was a basis for building on future 
workshops that will aim for more B2B opportunities for both sectors’ 
players.

Kickoff meeting for ENI CBCMED MEDUSA Project 

JITOA, along with RSCN as partners, took part in the kick off meeting 
related to the MEDUSA Project, a 3 year EU supported project with 
the aim of Development and promotion of Mediterranean Sustainable 
Adventure Tourism. This collaboration includes partners from Jordan, 
Tunisia, Lebanon, Spain, and Italy. More details on the project can be 
found on: http://www.enicbcmed.eu/projects/medusa

MOU signing with Rangers

Building on the partnership that was created as part of the Himmeh 
W Lammeh Cleanup Campaign, JITOA and Rangers signed an MOU 
together to build on the success of the last few months of hard work. 
This partnership will focus on spreading more awareness about 
eco-tourism, the importance of safeguarding our nature, and 
highlighting the importance of tourism in this regards.

MOU signing with CAFRAJ

Alongside an event CAFRAJ held with the guest of honor the French 
Ambassador to Jordan Mrs. Véronique Vouland-Aneini, an MOU was 
signed with the French Chamber of Commerce & Industry in Jordan 
CAFRAJ, represented by their Chairman H.E. Mr. Akel Biltaji, with the 
aim to strengthen ties between both entities, and collaborate on 
matters related to both association members’ interests.

Attending the International Healthcare Travel Forum

Organized by the Private Hospital Association (PHA), the forum was an opportunity to not only showcase Jordan’s leading 
role in the medial sector, but was also a platform to bridge the gap between this important sector and other sectors that 
contribute to its success. Most notable, H.E. Dr. Taleb Rifai, JITOA Honorary Member, shared his experience on this topic 
with a valuable keynote on the second day of the event.


